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Purpose: Hemodialysis patients commonly have impaired physical performance and
mental health. We studied the effects of an intradialytic exercise program on these
variables.

Methods: 27 patients (33% women; 68 ± 13 years) were enrolled in a 14-week
intradialytic endurance-resistance training program (‘exercise’ group, 40 programmed
sessions per patient); 40 hemodialysis patients (28% women; 68± 11 years) performing
no exercise during the same time length were used as controls. Endpoints included
physical performance (6-min walk test [6MWT], 10-repetition sit to stand [STS-10]
and handgrip strength), emotional status (Beck’s depression inventory and State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory), and mental and physical component scores of the short-from (SF)-12
Health Survey.

Results: There were no differences (p > 0.05) between groups at baseline for sex
distribution, or mean age, body mass index and time spent on dialysis. Exercise benefits
were observed for 6MWT (11 and−3% for the exercise and control groups, respectively;
p < 0.001), STS-10 performance time (−22 and 6%; p < 0.001) and handgrip
strength (4 and −4%; p < 0.02). No significant benefits (p > 0.05) were observed for
emotional status endpoints or SF-12 component scores. Despite significant benefits
on physical performance, the proportion of clinically meaningful responders was low
(<50%). Responsiveness was dependent on baseline physical performance (p < 0.05)
but not on age or sex (p > 0.05).

Conclusion: A 14-week intradialytic training program induced significant improvements
on physical performance. However, the rate of clinically meaningful responders observed
in the present study was low, being the level of responsiveness dependent on baseline
physical status. Efforts to individualize exercise prescription are needed in clinical
practice.

Keywords: hemodialysis, end-stage renal disease, chronic kidney disease, physical activity, training, mental
health
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INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of patients with end-stage renal disease is
rapidly growing, especially among the elderly population and
patients with comorbidities (particularly diabetes mellitus and
hypertension) (Szczech and Lazar, 2004). Consequently, more
than two million people are expected to be treated by dialysis for
end-stage renal disease by 2030 (Szczech and Lazar, 2004).

Despite important progress in hemodialysis techniques and
in the treatment of its associated comorbidities, patients have a
much higher morbimortality risk than their healthy counterparts
(Foley et al., 1998; Szczech and Lazar, 2004). Dialysis is associated
with a deterioration of physical function and mental status.
Muscle function (Leal et al., 2011b) and exercise capacity (Painter,
2005) are significantly lower in hemodialysis patients, presenting
a peak oxygen consumption that is considerably lower (>50%)
compared to their healthy sedentary peers (Painter, 2005).
Emotional disorders such as anxiety and depression are prevalent
among dialysis patients (Dziubek et al., 2016; King-Wing Ma and
Kam-Tao Li, 2016), negatively affecting their social, financial and
psychological well-being, as well as their quality of life (QoL)
(Christensen and Ehlers, 2002).

Physical fitness is one of the strongest predictors of survival
in dialysis patients, with low levels of physical activity and
impaired physical performance being associated with increased
mortality risk in this population (O’Hare et al., 2003; Sietsema
et al., 2004; Stack et al., 2005; Roshanravan et al., 2013; Torino
et al., 2014; Morishita et al., 2017). In addition, lower QoL and
mental health are also strongly associated with higher risk of
death and hospitalization (Knight et al., 2003; Mapes et al., 2003).
Therefore, maintaining their physical and mental status closer to
their healthy counterparts is of major importance.

Meta-analytical evidence supports the benefits of intradialytic
exercise programs for the improvement of several health-related
outcomes such as physical performance or mental health (Smart
and Steele, 2011; Chung et al., 2017). Yet, exercise benefits in
dialytic patients are typically reported under the assumption that
the group average represents the response of most individuals.
However, a wide interindividual variability can be observed in
the human response to a similar training program, which results
in subjects being classified as responders (those who achieve
clinically meaningful benefits) or non-responders (those who
experience a worsening or remain unchanged) (Mann et al.,
2014). The aim of this study was to analyze the effects of a 14-
week intradialytic combined exercise (endurance + resistance)
training program on patients’ mental and health status. In
addition, we assessed the influence of baseline phenotype on
the training response as well as individual variability in training
responses to the study endpoints.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants and Study Design
End-stage-renal disease patients undergoing hemodialysis
were recruited for the study. Subjects were excluded if they
presented one or more of the following conditions: myocardial

infarction in the 6 weeks prior to the start of the exercise
program, unstable angina, cerebrovascular disease or a high
risk for recurrence, musculoskeletal or respiratory (e.g., chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease) alterations, uncontrolled
hypertension, peripheral vascular disease, active liver disease,
osteoporosis, cardiac ejection fraction <45%, blood hemoglobin
concentration <10 g/dL, or problematic vascular access
(immature arteriovenous fistulas, high risk for extravasation). All
participants had the procedures explained and provided written
informed consent to participate in the study. The present study
was approved by the institutional review board (P141115303,
Fundación Universitaria Hospital de Alcorcón, Madrid, Spain).

The study took place between January 2015 and May 2016.
Patients in the ‘exercise’ group had to participate in a 14-
week intradialytic training program, whereas those of the
‘control’ group had to maintain their regular lifestyle during
this time period without direct intervention from the personnel
of this investigation. From a total of 235 patients undergoing
hemodialysis in different dialysis centers, two cohorts of 86 and
74 patients met the inclusion criteria to participate as ‘exercise’
and ‘control’ group, respectively. From these, 12 and 31 patients,
respectively, did not participate. Reasons not to participate
were receiving a transplant, leaving the center, not signing the
informed consent form after having the study explained to them,
and not being interested. For the rest of patients, only those who
performed at least two physical tests and two psychological tests
at baseline were enrolled in the study. Finally, 27 and 40 patients
were included in the exercise and control group, respectively.
Participants’ descriptive data are presented in Table 1.

Exercise Intervention
The intradialytic training intervention consisted of 14 weeks of
combined endurance and resistance exercises. Training sessions
were conducted at three different dialysis centers but were
supervised by the same experienced fitness instructors. Training
sessions were performed three times per week and lasted
approximately 60 min. A total of 40 training sessions were
planned per subject during the intervention portion of the
study.

Training sessions started with a warm-up consisting of
respiratory and joint mobility exercises. During the main part
of the sessions, both resistance and endurance exercises were
performed. Resistance exercises included ankle plantarflexion
and dorsiflexion, combined knee and hip flexion and extension,
hip abduction and adduction, and abdominal exercises. These

TABLE 1 | Descriptive baseline characteristics of the participants.

Control Exercise p-value

Women (%) 28 33 0.79

Age (years) 68 ± 11 68 ± 13 0.92

BMI (kg·m−2) 27 ± 5 27 ± 6 0.99

Dialysis prescription (hours·week−1) 11 ± 1 11 ± 1 0.51

Time on dialysis (years) 5 ± 4 7 ± 5 0.08

Data are Mean ± SD. Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index.
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exercises were performed using elastic bands, Styrofoam balls and
ankle weights. Endurance exercise consisted of pedaling on a mini
bike for 30 min at an intensity corresponding to 12–14 points in
the Borg’s 6–20 scale (Borg, 1998).

Endpoints
Endpoints were assessed the week before (baseline) and after
(post-intervention) the 14-week intervention. Assessment was
done on dialysis days, with each participant being tested at the
same time of the day (i.e., always in the morning or in the
afternoon, before starting dialysis). Before the testing sessions,
participants were individually instructed on how to perform all
tests with detailed explanations and visual examples. Two testing
sessions per patient were required to perform all the tests at each
time point, one for all physical performance tests and another one
for psychological evaluation. The tests were always performed in
the same order.

Physical Performance
We assessed patients’ performance in the 10-repetition sit to
stand (STS-10), handgrip strength and 6-min walk (6MWT) tests
(performed in this order), which are some of the most popular
fitness tests in dialysis patients (Koufaki and Kouidi, 2010)
and present an excellent test-retest reliability in this population
(Segura-Ortí and Martínez-Olmos, 2011).

The STS-10, an index of lower-extremity strength (Csuka
and McCarty, 1985), measures the time (in seconds) required to
perform 10 consecutive repetitions of sitting down and getting
up from a chair. Participants began the test with their arms
crossed on their chest and sitting with their back against the
chair. They were instructed to perform the task “as fast as
possible,” starting and finishing at the sitting position. Time was
measured with a stopwatch (ONstart 100, Geonaute, France)
to the nearest 0.1 s. This test has previously demonstrated a
good test-retest reliability in hemodialysis patients (intra-class
correlation coefficient [ICC] = 0.88) (Segura-Ortí and Martínez-
Olmos, 2011).

Maximal isometric handgrip force has been suggested as a
useful tool for the continuous assessment of muscle mass and
function in dialysis patients (Leal et al., 2011a). It was measured
in both hands using a manual dynamometer (T.K.K.5401, Takei
Scientific Instruments, Japan) while participants were in a
standing position, with the arm extended and parallel to the body,
and without moving the wrist. They performed two maximal
repetitions with each hand interspersed with 1-min rest periods
between trials, and the mean of all four trials (combined handgrip
strength) was analyzed. This test has also proven highly reliable in
hemodialysis patients (ICC = 0.95 and 0.96 for the dominant and
non-dominant hand, respectively) (Segura-Ortí and Martínez-
Olmos, 2011).

The 6MWT was used as a marker of endurance capacity
(Rikli and Jones, 1998). It was performed on a 17-meter corridor
with marks on every meter, and time was measured with a
chronometer (ONstart 100, Geonaute, France). Participants were
asked to cover the greatest distance possible during 6 min by
walking (not running) continuously and turning around at the
final mark. No verbal encouragement was given during the test;

however, feedback regarding the remaining time was available.
Participants were allowed to rest during the test, and to use any
ambulation aid (e.g., crutches) that they used during daily life.
A very high test-retest reliability has been previously reported for
this test in hemodialysis patients (ICC = 0.94) (Segura-Ortí and
Martínez-Olmos, 2011).

Mental and Health Status
Changes in depression symptoms were assessed using the Beck
Depression Inventory (BDI) (Beck et al., 1996). In this self-
reported questionnaire 21 items are rated on a four-point
severity scale and summed to give a total score, with a higher
score being suggestive of more severe depression. The BDI has
proven a valid depression screening tool in dialysis patients
(Preljevic et al., 2012), being one of the most commonly used
questionnaires to assess this condition in this patient population
(King-Wing Ma and Kam-Tao Li, 2016). This questionnaire has
previously yielded high values of internal consistency (Cronbach’s
α = 0.89), sensitivity (0.82) and specificity (0.87–0.89) in dialysis
patients (Preljevic et al., 2012). Test–retest coefficients in other
populations have been reported to range from 0.62 (7-week
interval) to 0.93 (1-week interval) (Julian, 2011).

Health-related QoL (HRQoL) was assessed using the Short-
Form 12 (SF-12) health survey, a short version of the SF-36
(Ware and Sherbourne, 1992). A physical (PCS) and a mental
component score (MCS) are calculated from this self-reported
questionnaire. SF-12 has previously proven reliable in a 6-month
longitudinal study performed with dialysis patients (ICC = 0.90
and 0.86 for MCS and PCS, respectively) (Loosman et al., 2015).
Moreover, SF-12 scores are associated with short-term and long-
term mortality in this population (Loosman et al., 2015).

The level of anxiety was assessed using the State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory (STAI) (Spielberger et al., 1970). We specifically
analyzed the anxiety subscale. This test has previously shown
a good internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = 0.86–0.95) and
reliability over time (r = 0.65–0.75) (Spielberger et al., 1970;
Julian, 2011).

Statistical Analysis
All the participants assessed at baseline were considered to be
part of the study. Missing individual data at post-intervention
were imputed with the ‘baseline-observation-carried forward’
method, that is, baseline values were used when these data
were missing. The normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test) and
homoscedasticity (Levene’s test) of the data were checked before
any statistical treatment. Non-normally distributed data (results
from STAI and BDI) were log-transformed prior to its analysis.
Differences in proportions were evaluated using Pearson’s chi-
squared test. Differences in baseline characteristics were analyzed
using unpaired Student’s t-tests. Endpoints were analyzed by
a two-way mixed ANOVA with time points (baseline and
post-intervention) as the within-subject factor and intervention
groups (control or exercise) as the between-subject factor. The
effect size (partial eta-squared, η2

p ) of the significant group x
time interactions was calculated and considered small (>0.01)
moderate (>0.06) or large (>0.14) (Cohen, 1988). Post hoc
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analysis (Bonferroni test) was conducted when a significant
interaction (group× time) effect was found.

The rate of clinically meaningful responders was calculated
in those endpoints in which a beneficial effect of exercise (i.e.,
significant group x time interaction) was found. Responsiveness
was defined as beneficial changes that exceeded two times the
standard error of measurement (SEM) (Hopkins, 2000). The
responsiveness threshold for the physical tests was set at 3 kg,
7.2 s, and 56.8 m for handgrip strength, STS-10 and 6MWT,
respectively, attending to the SEM values previously reported
for these tests in dialysis patients (Segura-Ortí and Martínez-
Olmos, 2011). The magnitude of the differences (effect size, ES)
in baseline values between responders and non-responders was
determined through standardized mean differences (Hedges’ g).
Pearson’s correlation analyses (for physical performance and age)
and Pearson’s chi-square test (for sex) were used to determine the
influence of baseline phenotype on training responsiveness. All
analyses were performed using a statistical Package (SPSS, version
23.0).

RESULTS

There were no significant differences between control and
exercise groups in baseline characteristics (Table 1). All subjects
in the exercise group completed at least 80% of the planned
training sessions. No major adverse events or health-related
issues attributable to exercise were noted.

Four subjects in each group could not complete the baseline
10-STS assessment due to excessive weakness or mobility
limitations (i.e., use of crutches), and therefore the sample
analyzed for this test was of 36 and 23 for the control and the
exercise group, respectively. After the 14-week intervention four
subjects in the control group could not perform the 10-STS

and one subject in this same group could not perform the
psychological tests, and thus we used their baseline values.

No significant changes in physical performance measures
were observed in the control group between baseline and
post-intervention. By contrast, a significant improvement was
observed in the exercise group for 6MWT (p = 0.006, ES = 0.31),
STS-10 (p < 0.001, ES = 0.59) and combined handgrip strength
(p = 0.027, ES = 0.12). Significant interactions (group × time)
with moderate to large effect sizes were found for all physical
performance measures (Table 2). Post hoc analyses revealed
significant differences between groups at post-intervention for
6MWT (p = 0.005), STS-10 (p < 0.001) and combined handgrip
strength (p = 0.017).

Despite statistically significant benefits, only 30, 46, and 20%
of subjects in the exercise group were clinically meaningful
responders for 6MWT, STS-10 and handgrip strength test,
respectively. Of note, responsiveness was dependent on baseline
physical fitness, that is, participants with lower baseline
physical fitness showed greater improvements. Indeed, significant
differences were found between responders and non-responders
for baseline physical performance (Figure 1), and a significant
inverse relationship was observed between baseline combined
handgrip strength and 6MWT, on one hand, and the relative
performance improvement in these tests, on the other (Figure 2).
There were no significant differences between sexes for the
rate of responders observed in 6MWT (33 and 22% for men
and women, respectively; p = 0.882), STS-10 (53 and 33%,
respectively; p = 0.597) or handgrip strength test (11 and 44%,
respectively; p = 0.141). No significant relationship (p > 0.05)
was observed between age and relative improvement on physical
performance for any test.

Regarding mental status, BDI scores significantly decreased
in the exercise group at post-intervention compared to baseline
(p = 0.006, ES = 0.29), whereas no significant changes were

TABLE 2 | Effects of an intradialytic exercise program on markers of physical and mental health.

End point Group n with baseline data Baseline Post-intervention Change (95% CI) Group × Time effect Effect size (η2
p)a

6MWT (m) Control 40 341 ± 127 330 ± 118 −11 (−27, 5) 0.001 0.160

Exercise 27 380 ± 131 422 ± 136 42 (13, 70)

STS-10 (s) Control 36 32 ± 11 34 ± 12 2 (−1, 5) <0.001 0.203

Exercise 23 26 ± 10 21 ± 8 −6 (−8, −4)

Handgrip (kg) Control 40 25 ± 8 24 ± 8 −1 (−2, 0) 0.02 0.084

Exercise 27 28 ± 8 29 ± 8 1 (0, 2)

STAI-S Control 40 18 ± 13 18 ± 12 0 (−2, 2) 0.10 –

Exercise 27 19 ± 9 17 ± 10 −2 (−5, 2)

BDI Control 40 15 ± 13 14 ± 10 −1 (−3, 2) 0.32 –

Exercise 27 10 ± 8 8 ± 7 −2 (−4, −1)

PCS Control 40 61 ± 17 66 ± 16 5 (0, 10) 0.36 -

Exercise 27 62 ± 20 63 ± 23 1 (−5, 8)

MCS Control 40 70 ± 20 73 ± 16 3 (−1, 8) 0.54 –

Exercise 27 75 ± 14 76 ± 15 1 (−3, 5)

Data are mean ± SD. Significant p-values are highlighted in bold. Handgrip strength corresponds to the mean of the two arms. Abbreviations: 6MWT, six minute-walk test;
95% CI, 95% confidence intervals; BDI, Beck’s depression inventory; MCS, mental component summary; PCS, physical component summary; STAI-S, State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory; STS-10, sit to stand test. 4 and 1 subjects of the control group could not perform the STS-10 and the psychological tests, respectively, at post-intervention,
and their baseline values were used. Data from STAI-S and BDI were log-transformed prior to its analysis, but are shown as raw data for the sake of clarity.
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FIGURE 1 | Differences in baseline performance for combined handgrip
strength (A) 10-repetition sit to stand (B) and 6-min walk test (C) between
responders and non-responders to the intradialytic training program.

observed in the control group (Table 2). No significant
differences (p > 0.05) between baseline and post-intervention
were observed for any of the other mental and health status
endpoints in the control or exercise group (Table 2). No
significant interaction (group x time) was found for any of the
mental and health status endpoints (Table 2).

DISCUSSION

The present results show that a 14-week intradialytic training
program including endurance and resistance exercise induced

FIGURE 2 | Relationship between baseline performance for combined
handgrip strength (A) and 6-min walk distance (B) with the change observed
in these tests after the intradialytic training program. Solid and dashed lines
represent regression line and 90% confidence intervals, respectively.

improvements in mean values of physical performance, which
are significantly lower in this population than in their healthy
counterparts (Painter, 2005; Leal et al., 2011b). Specifically,
significant improvements were observed for the average value of
6MWT, a valid predictor of mortality, cardiovascular events and
hospitalization in dialysis patients (Torino et al., 2014). Exercise
training also resulted in an increased strength of the lower limb
muscles (as reflected by a lower time on average to complete the
STS-10 test), which is important because an impaired physical
performance of the lower extremities is strongly associated
with all-cause mortality in these patients (Roshanravan et al.,
2013). We also found an exercise-training induced improvement
in handgrip strength, with decreases in this variable being
related to a decreased inflammatory status and higher muscle
mass and survival expectancy in this population (Leal et al.,
2011a). Therefore, these results are of major clinical importance,
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as they suggest that an intradialytic exercise program can
attenuate dialysis-associated physical impairment and thus might
also potentially reduce morbimortality risk in these patients
(Morishita et al., 2017).

The effectiveness of intradialytic training programs for the
improvement of physical performance has been previously
demonstrated (Smart and Steele, 2011; Chung et al., 2017).
Although the response to exercise interventions is commonly
described in general terms under the assumption that the
group average represents the response of most individuals
(Mann et al., 2014), it has now been demonstrated that a
considerable individual variability can be observed even in
tightly controlled studies (Yan et al., 2017). In this context,
an interesting finding of the present study is that, despite
significant improvements in mean physical performance, the rate
of clinically meaningful responders was overall low (<50%).
Several hypotheses have been proposed to account for individual
variability in response to exercise training (Mann et al., 2014). In
our study, baseline physical performance - but not participants’
age or sex - partly conditioned the level of responsiveness
to the training program, with the less fit patients at baseline
being those showing greater benefits. These results suggest that
the training stimulus was high enough to induce clinically
meaningful improvements in less fit subjects but not in their
fitter peers. Notwithstanding, even non-responders presented
a lower physical performance at baseline than expected for
their age (Casanova et al., 2011; Massy-Westropp et al., 2011).
Therefore, efforts to enhance responsiveness in these subjects
are needed, which might probably involve applying a higher
training stimulus (e.g., higher intensity or volume) (Mann et al.,
2014).

Although in agreement with our results some studies have
found no changes in variables such as HRQoL or depression
after intradialytic training programs (van Vilsteren et al., 2005;
Parsons et al., 2006), most studies have reported benefits on
these psychological variables (Suh et al., 2002; Levendoğlu et al.,
2004; Ouzouni et al., 2009; Dziubek et al., 2016; Frih et al.,
2017). Interestingly, the level of anxiety observed in our patients
was overall low, with only 4% of subjects in the intervention
group presenting a STAI score higher than 40, which is the
proposed cut-off for detecting clinically significant symptoms
of anxiety) (Knight et al., 1983; Julian, 2011). HRQoL was
also surprisingly good, with the observed mean MCS and PCS
being higher than those previously reported in other dialysis
populations (Mapes et al., 2003; Lacson et al., 2010; Frih et al.,
2017). The lack of significant differences in these variables
in our study might have been due to the low prevalence of
psychological disorders in the analyzed sample, which can be
a result of the psychological therapy that all subjects received
since they started dialysis. Nevertheless, a significant reduction
of 23% in mean BDI scores was observed after the exercise
program in the present study, and a reduction of >17.5% has
proven to be the threshold above which depressive individuals
report feeling better (Button et al., 2015). Therefore, the observed
benefits of exercise on depression levels could be of clinical
importance despite no statistically significant differences between
groups.

Considering the importance of physical activity and
performance for dialysis patients (O’Hare et al., 2003; Sietsema
et al., 2004; Stack et al., 2005; Matsuzawa et al., 2012; Roshanravan
et al., 2013) and their low levels of physical activity (Johansen
et al., 2010), promoting physical activity in this population
should be a priority. Intradialytic exercise programs have proven
safe and effective not only for improving physical performance
(Smart and Steele, 2011; Chung et al., 2017) but also dialysis
efficacy (Parsons et al., 2006), and therefore these programs
should be routinely included in clinical practice. Nevertheless,
the present study highlights the need of individualizing training
programs so as to achieve an optimal stimulus for every patient.

Our study has some limitations, including mainly the lack of
subjects’ familiarization sessions with the tests and the fact that
we did not perform a randomized controlled trial. In addition,
several potential confounders which were not considered here
have been proposed to influence inter-individual variability
in response to a training stimulus. Particularly a commonly
overlooked source of error is within-subject variability, with
recent research providing some insights into its importance
(Hecksteden et al., 2015, 2018; Lindholm et al., 2016) and another
ongoing project, the Gene Smart study, currently embracing this
concept (Yan et al., 2017). However, applying the designs that
allow to control for confounders like within-subject variability
(e.g., performing repeated tests both before and after the
intervention, or using a crossover study with repeated training
intervention) might not be feasible in patient populations
such as the present one. While keeping the aforementioned
limitations in mind, a major strength and novelty of our
approach was the individualized analysis of training responses,
which allowed us to estimate the rate of clinically meaningful
responders.

CONCLUSION

A 14-week intradialytic endurance-resistance training program
improved patients’ physical performance on average. Yet,
baseline physical status affected the level of responsiveness to
the training program, with only those patients presenting the
lowest physical fitness at the beginning of the intervention
obtaining clinically meaningful benefits from the training
program. Efforts to individualize exercise prescription are needed
in clinical practice to enhance responsiveness. Future reach might
determine if applying a higher training stimulus (i.e., higher
intensity or volume) in the fitter subjects actually results in a
clinically meaningful response.
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